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When Programmers Double As Concert Promoters

“

I

’ve now produced enough shows to the point where,
if this radio thing doesn’t work out, I could probably
get a gig doing it for a living.” That’s Kevin Callahan,
who allocates part of every week to planning the five or
more yearly concerts that KSON/San Diego creates for
its listeners. But in his spare time, he’s programmed the
station to a No. 1 market rank for much of the past year,
so his day job (that radio thing) is pretty safe right now.
The same goes for WYCD/Detroit PD Tim Roberts,
who oversees the station’s massive, annual Downtown
Kevin Callahan
Hoedown. The three-day festival has attracted as many as
100,000 fans. Like Callahan, Roberts juggles day-to-day
programming for No. 1-ranked ‘YCD with numerous other station shows,
too. “It’s hard to estimate exactly what percentage of my time is spent on
all these shows,” says Roberts. “But they are a fabric of the music scene
here in Detroit, so we devote the attention they deserve.”
Callahan and Roberts are just
two examples of numerous PDs who
essentially double as talent buyers and
promoters for hard-ticketed radio
station shows. These events range in
size from festival events for tens of
thousands to more intimate acoustic
shows. In many cases these events
are built from scratch, meaning the
radio station is responsible for the
lineup and production. Playing the
role of promoter also means assuming
the financial risk, further increasing
pressure to deliver a solid product
onstage. In short, the task is not to be
Dave
taken lightly.
“You have to work all year on it,” says WBCT/Grand
Rapids PD Dave Taft. He and OM Doug Montgomery
put together the station’s annual B-93 Birthday Bash, a
two-day event attracting more than 80,000 fans. “If you
wait until the last second expecting to find an artist,
it’s next to impossible, so start early.” Roberts agrees

and confirms that assembling 2013’s
lineup literally started the day after the
2012 Hoedown’s final note was played.
Similarly, WBCT’s event took place in
late June, and Taft and Montgomery
have been busy working on next year
ever since. Montgomery may already
have a headliner secured for 2013.
“Fortunately,” Taft adds, “the event has
a reputation for being something they
want to be part of.”

Headline Headache

With a 27-year track record and
annual attendance of nearly 25,000,
WKIS/Miami’s Chili Cookoff also has
a stellar reputation. Nonetheless, finding a strong
headliner to anchor the show is always challenging,
according to PD Ken Boesen. “Getting that slot
booked eats a hole in my stomach every year and
keeps me awake at night because we need to sell as
many tickets as a shed.” So where does a PD-turned-

Taft

talent buyer start acquiring acts for a multi-act, all-day
show with NTR implications and ticket revenue riding
on his or her success?
Well, that depends. “With the larger acts, you
express interest with the label but you ultimately end
up talking to their booking and management people,”
Taft says. For Callahan, it’s rare to deal directly with
management, so labels serve as an intermediary.
“Ultimately, it gets there [to management] anyway,”
he says.
Boesen turns to all-of-the-above. “We start with
whoever can best move the needle for us, be it a
manager or booking agent,” he says. “Labels are
helpful with finding a good fit or helping to get a
deal that works. But when
you’re dealing with a huge
artist, it’s completely out
of the label’s hands.”
An alternative
headliner solution has
become more common
in recent years – buying
a date on an existing
major tour, which might
ultimately have come
through the market
anyway. For instance,
Miranda Lambert
headlined WXTU/
Ken Boesen
Philadelphia’s 28th
annual 92.5 XTU Anniversary Show in June, bringing
along supporting acts Chris Young and Jerrod
Niemann. Market Manager Natalie Conner says the
station has teamed with Live Nation for the past
several years to provide a high-profile headliner for its
show. “It’s done for ease of execution,” Conner says,
adding that it also helped PD Shelly Easton keep her
focus on WXTU’s on-air sound.

Outsourcing Sourcing

“I don’t know how to program a station,” says
Live Nation President/Country Touring Brian
O’Connell. “Their skill set is not necessarily in
producing live events. But you put the two together,
and now you have experts in their fields working
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“I am proud that Bob Kingsley has been a part of my station

KERRY WOLFE, OM

line-up for many years and many years to come. The show

WMIL / MILWAUKEE, WI

has always pulled consistent winning ratings.”

Blake Shelton’s Cheers, It’s Christmas
CT40’s exclusive 90 minute special. Conversations with Blake.
Hear the stories behind the songs.
Available Friday, 11/23 through Sunday, 12/2 | 90 min.
RESERVE FOR YOUR STATION RIGHT NOW.

Christmas in America with Bob Kingsley

The music and the traditions that make the season so special.
Newcomers and superstars share their memories.
Available Saturday, 12/15 through Wednesday, 12/26 | 6 hrs.
RESERVE FOR YOUR STATION RIGHT NOW.

Shawn Studer | 817.599.4099 x 2238
Eileen Decker | 212.419.2887
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THE POWER
of our PARTNERSHIP
Use Cable Loyalty to
Drive Radio Tune-In
CMT LIVE with Cody Alan delivers what other
shows can’t – national exposure and promotion
across one of America’s most watched cable brands.

Own The CMT Brand In Your Market
CMT is available to 232 million people and delivers
unmatched synergies between cable and radio,
helping drive local listenership for your station.

Affiliate radio stations are highlighted weekly across
CMT’s programming. See your call letters in CMT
promos, hear mentions in show liners and listen to
Cody and Country’s biggest names giving a shout out
to your station.

Your station will be promoted on…

CMT Channel • CMT’s Hot Headlines • CMT Pure
CMT’s Top 20 Weekend Show • CMT Insider

Get Country. Get Cody.
Bryan Switzer
615.829.5200
bryan.switzer@cumulus.com

Donny Walker
615.324.2391
donny.walker@cumulus.com
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ne of the hardest things about radio shows
can be the routing,” says Creative Artist
Agency’s Brad Bissell, noting that a proposed
concert experience can look great on paper, but it
doesn’t mean anything unless you can get every
artist to the same place at the same time.
“Sometimes ideal routing doesn’t come into
play,” Bissell continues. “So the artists are
in a position where they
want to please radio and
work with them, flying
all over the country.” He
says, with radio being
the top marketing tool
for country music, “We’re
going to do everything
we can to cooperate and
make them happy.”
Even so, routing can be
an issue. “Huge,” WKIS/
Miami’s Ken Boesen says,
“because what routes to
South Florida? Well, if you look at the shape of
the Florida peninsula, the answer is, ‘Nothing.’”
He explains that when booking agents work
on the Cookff, “They have to book everybody
around us.”
Bissell says label regionals should do their
homework, too. “Develop a great relationship
with the booking agents, then look at the

calendar together to see where routing makes
sense. That way, if at all possible, regionals can
be efficient with promotional dollars and the
artists can be efficient with their time.”
Ignore routing, and an artist may end up
doing a single show in an area of the country
far from where they’re working at the time. “It
can take three days for just one performance,”
Bissell explains. “Two of
those are for travel.”
Logistics can be a
significant obstacle. “If their
next show after ours is in
Honolulu, that won’t work,”
WBCT/Grand Rapids’ Dave
Taft says. “But if an artist
can jump from a Grand
Rapids show to Cleveland
or Chicago, it’s an ideal
situation. WKCQ/Saginaw,
MI used to have a show the
same day as ours. It’s an
easy drive, so we’d look at each other’s lineup
or book the show earlier.”
“We all have the same goal, which is to break
artists by working together,” Bissell says. “We
want to build long-term careers that include
both radio airplay and touring.” Keeping an eye
on the other party’s considerations, including
routing, will help.

The
Route
Stuff

Programmers Double
As Concert Promoters

as well. Everybody is working toward
the same goal.”

streak of several years when the week they
played our show, they had the No. 1 song
on the chart. That worked out perfectly
for a few mid-level acts.”

together and making magic happen.”
Betting Futures
WXTU paid for “a significant part
Once the painstaking process of
of the tour,” says Conner. Additional
nailing down a closer is completed,
We’ll Do It Live
supporting acts Edens Edge, Josh
Boesen says, “You build the show
Putting together a lineup is part art,
Thompson, Uncle Kracker and
around them.” For the Chili Cookoff, that part science. “You have to pay attention
Laura Bell Bundy were booked
means finding at least four supporting
to who is out there and see what artists
by the station. The show was then
acts for the one-day event. WBCT’s
you can get,” Taft explains. “Don’t
branded as part of the station’s
Bash has featured up to seven acts on
expect to get the A-list superstars,
five-show Countr y Megaticket for
each of its two days, while WYCD’s
because it’s busy out there. Trying to
the Susquehanna Bank Center in
Hoedown could rightfully be considered
track people down and to get them to
Camden, NJ.
the granddaddy of ‘em all, a three-day
do this is not an easy task.
Lambert’s tour was
extravaganza that featured
“Talk to local clubs; talk to an arena
also the core of this
50 acts at last June’s
nearby if there is one. Find out who’s
year’s WYCD Hoedown,
version. But what’s the
selling. The information about who
a partnership made
right number of artists on
people are going to see is all out there.
even more natural,
a show, and is there such a
Don’t just listen to newer acts in your
thanks to Live Nation
thing as too many?
office. Play them in the car and for
producing the show.
“We have a rough idea
other people, too.”
But using an existing
of what we want and what
WBCT employed that kind of
tour isn’t a permanent
kind of day we have to
intelligence gathering when it booked
arrangement for the
fill,” Taft says. “It depends
Brantley Gilbert based on a club show
Hoedown, according to
on who’s there. This year
he did in the market. “This was days
Roberts. “There’s no
we had Dierks Bentley,
before he signed with Valory,” Taft says.
steadfast rule,” he says.
who has a deep catalog of
“I was blown away and told Doug we
“Because the concert
music and can play longer.” had to get this guy. We put the wheels
business keeps on
KSON’s Countryfest went
in motion 16 months in advance. We
Tim Roberts
changing, we roll with
four artists deep, which
couldn’t get him on the show that first
the flow. There are so many factors:
Callahan calls “a good, full day of music
year, but we booked him on the [sister
who’s available, who’s already booked where each act plays between 30- and
station WMUS/Muskegon, MI] Moosefest
or who is on a package tour.”
75-minute sets.” Taft has noticed shifts
and the Bash for the following year.
When it comes to working with
in his Bash audience as the day moves
“You have to get out there and see
programmers, O’Connell says
along. “Some people come out early and things for yourself. The listeners will
it’s an ongoing conversation. “In
have to leave. Some have to work and
tell you, too, but look at anything and
Philadelphia, it was a case of talking
come out for the last couple acts or just
everything. There’s a lot of new stuff
with Natalie [Conner] and Shelly
the headliner.”
that comes up during CRS week. We go
[Easton] about what’s coming, what
Like assembling a station’s music log, down there to see who has a buzz and
they’re wanting to do and working
the variety and texture of the lineup
who is entertaining. Seeing them play at
together. I worked with Tim Roberts
are also important variables. And
3rd & Lindsley is a lot better indication
in 2011 and 2012, and we talked a
when considering newer
than watching them in our
lot about what they were doing to
artists with only one or
conference room. We’ve
improve the Hoedown.”
two releases under their
had plenty of acts come
Live Nation is also providing the
belt, timing is everything.
through on a radio tour
headliner for KKGO/Los Angeles’
“You have to forecast the
that are OK, but you see
Sept. 29 Go-Fest. Station Manager
best you can,” Boesen
them live and say, ‘Wow, I
Michael Levine did not want to
says. “Sometimes you win,
didn’t get this.’”
share details of the arrangement,
sometimes you lose. We’ve
Roberts agrees. “Seeing
but says the show headlined by Jason
had developing acts that
them perform was always
Aldean is a win–win. Certainly, Live
worked out really well, like
key. If I believed they could
Nation has a substantial marketing
Justin Moore and Gloriana
do a tremendous live show
partner for the show in Go Countr y.
a couple years ago; we
that my market would
Likewise, the station gets to brand
also had The Band Perry.
like, that was the clincher.
the show as its own and, because it
Those acts became huge.
Hoedown was really built on
sold out almost immediately, has
Some haven’t.”
the new, up-and-coming
Brian O’Connell
a powerful promotional tool at its
Roberts remembers
artists, so we try to find acts
disposal. Elsewhere, Live Nation also
a few situations where the first single
who are on the rise. We’ve had a pretty
put together WMZQ/Washington’s
on an act stalled out after they were
good batting average lately. I banked
station festival. “You might see a
scheduled to play the Hoedown, but
my poker chips early on Lady A, Jason
pattern here,” O’Connell laughs.
it happened before the actual show.
Aldean, Luke Bryan, Eric Church and
As much as nabbing a big, existing
That’s not the end of the world, he
Zac Brown. I would say probably the
tour makes life easier, challenges
says. “When I booked them, it wasn’t
biggest thing is to book the people you
still exist. How does it all work?
about the song being No. 1, it was
believe in. It’s the synergy of all that
“You listen a lot,” says O’Connell.
more about what kind of performer
which makes a great show happen.”
“Radio shows have a lot of
they were and the music I’d heard.”
Taft knows which labels to put his
sponsorship elements that have to be
With a two-day show featuring multiple faith in when recommending artists.
incorporated. There can be a lot of
acts each day, Taft says, “We’re lucky our
“I also know guys who are going to tell
pressure on the act to do things they
day is long enough so that if one act
me anything and everything just to get
maybe aren’t doing at a typical tour
doesn’t work, another one does.” But he’s their record on,” he says. That’s part of
stop. Radio has to understand that,
also been lucky in other ways. “We had a
the mixed blessing a successful, long-
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tenured radio show brings. Labels, eager
to put priority new artists in front of a
potentially huge audience of Country
P1s, often jockey aggressively for
placement in the lineup.
“It’s never, ‘Do our show and get
airplay,’ says Taft. “That never does
anybody any good because if we’re not
interested in the act, we’re not putting
you on the show.” Historically, Roberts
says he only books artists he feels have
strong airplay potential.
“What I hope everybody recognizes
is that the act is going to own the radio
station for a minimum of 60 days,”
Boesen reminds us. “Zac Brown played
last year and we were ‘Zac Brown FM.’
I won’t do a show with anybody I can’t
support with airplay. Why would I do
that? If we want to do something, we’ll
go to the label and say, ‘Since we are
in deep and invested in this act, we’d
like to do something else to build
it in the market.’ But a lot of labels
recognize the value of putting their
artist in front of 20,000 people. The
more big stars we have down here,
the better we all do.”
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